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Abstract-Honeypots are closely monitored decoys that are employed in a network to study and analyze
the trail of hackers and to alert network administrators of a possible intrusion. Honeypots provides a
cost-effective solution to increase the security posture of an organization. Even though it is not a
panacea for security breaches, it is useful as a tool for network forensics and intrusion detection.
Nowadays, they are also being extensively used by the research community to study issues in network
security, such as Internet worms, spam control, DoS attacks, etc.
I. Introduction
The design of our project tackles the challenges in installing a honeypot in organizational website, thus
determining various security compromises that are performed on it over the Internet by
attackers/hackers. In addition to a classification of honeypots, we present a framework for designing
projects for web application security courses. This project will propose a proper way on how to help the
web administrator monitor their entire webserver HTTP request by looking at the log server only instead
of having to read every each server log file. Our project acts as a service provider for Honeypot Security
to various websites. It acts as a framework to implement honeypot which can be used by any
organization to test their website applications / portals.
We plan to trace characteristics of hackers like






The browser they use
Their IP address from the IP header
The files accessed
The loopholes they discover
Various inputs that are used for various input fields.
II. Existing Systems

We have discussed the currently existing systems that are similar to our project.
The following are some famous honeypots available in the market:
A.
Back Officer Friendly (BOF):
BackOfficer Friendly is a spoofing server application that runs on your Windows or UNIX
system, and notifies you whenever someone attempts to remote control your system using Back Orifice.
BackOfficer Friendly gives the attacker false answers that look like they came from Back Orifice, while
logging the attackers IP address and the operations they attempted to perform.
B.
Specter:
Specter is a commercial honeypot supported by NetSec, a network security company. Specter is
a smart honeypot or deception system. It simulates a complete machine, providing an interesting target
to lure hackers away from the real machines.
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C.

Honeyd:
Honeyd is a prepackaged OpenSource honeypot designed for the UNIX platform by Neils
Provos. Since it is an OpenSource solution and highly customizable, the user may configure it to listen
on any port he/she wants and to adjust the level of emulation to meet his/her specifications.
D.
Current System & their drawbacks:
The current honey pot tools available are moreover network specific and don’t focus more on the
Web based attacks. None of the present honey pot tools are designed to work with website & determine
the attacks performed on the web based applications. All the above mentioned solutions are lowinteraction system & server level honeypots.
III. Drawbacks
Honeypots has been focused on research area, in recent years against evading attacks.
Centralized control, manages all the control center of the network. Agents can be virtual honeypot,
firewall, and intrusion detection system. Control center manages the different agent in a network. It
handles the messages and performs sample matching. Another function of control center is it generates
the alarm for and identifies intrusion. Honeypot cannot protect a network which is not covered in its
network range. It can detect attacks which are directed towards it.
IV. Methodology
Honey tokens: Honey tokens are fake records that are inserted in the database. These fake records are
not expected to be used by normal users. If any of these honey tokens are used, they alert us of the
database having been compromised. An example of honey tokens are fake username/passwords in the
user database. These users do not exist in the real world, and hence are not expected to be logging in to
the application. If the application sees these credentials being used, it immediately recognizes that the
user database has been compromised.
Honey pages: These are obscure web pages sprinkled in the web site. They have no legitimate purpose,
they are not even linked from any valid page. Normal users would never reach these pages. However,
we drop hints about these pages by embedding their urn as comments or hidden fields in valid pages.
While normal users would never see this, an attacker who analyzes the source code, or a vulnerability
scanner that spiders the site would see these and follow the link. When the page is accessed, it points us
to the intruder.
Browser defect tracking: All browsers have various configurations and accessibility. Hackers
usually attack a website through loopholes in the browser. We intend to track the loopholes
used by the hacker and change the settings of the website.
We plan to inject certain scripts into the code of the webpages which will act as our Honeypot
sniffer. These scripts could be JavaScript’s and SQL injections.
These sniffers will then acquire the information and store it in our database.
All unauthorized activities would then be tracked and stored in an administrative website for
future analysis.
V. Results and Analysis
Our project will help administrator improve the current status of the system application and help
provide an overview of the number of logins, attack pattern being used.Automactially scans for known
patterns of attacks and generates numerous statistics on the basis of it.
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Figure. 1: Honeypot main login page.

Figure 2: Second login page, an alternative to the initial login page providing the similar purpose in tracking all the
movements of the user whoever logs in.

Figure 3: Administrator receives the detailed log and analysis.

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, our application will focus on analysis, monitoring as well as creating log files etc.
In the database that will help our administrator to determine and help him to improve the protection of
the website as a general.
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